SPECIFICATIONS
All three multi-frequency buzzers have several peak frequencies, either producing alerting tones at
high frequencies or soft signals at low frequencies down to 100 Hz (see the typical application
description). The diversity in use of the three models is limited only by your imagination. The
current consumption is extremely low and starts @ only 100 µA with a maximum of 4.8 mA @
maximum 15 Vdc.

SMB-17CC

SMB-32CC

Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Life time (@ 21°C)
Case material
Standard colour of case

-40°C to +85°C
-40°C to +85°C
See life time cycle in addendum
PBT (UL rating: 94 HB) for pin-versions
PPS (UL rating: 94 V0/5V) for SMD-versions
Black

* The current consumption decreases when the frequency is lowered. See graph 'Current
consumption vs. Frequency'.
** The given sound pressure values are measured @ 12 Vdc @ 30 cm distance in free air and have an
accuracy of +- 15%. Default factory setting of the SMB models: continuous tone

ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
Current consumption vs. frequency
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PRODUCT OPTIONS
Option Code

e x a mple

D e s c ription

FP13

SMB-17CC-P10-FP

Acoustic stabilization Foam Patch, easy to stick. For:
SMB-17CC-P10

FP24

MB-32CC-S-FP

Acoustic stabilization Foam Patch, easy to stick. For:
SMB-32CC-P10
SMB-32CC-S
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WORKING PRINCIPLE
In order to realise different frequencies with the SMB multi-frequency buzzers, the customer
should simply connect a capacitor between the control pin and the ground. It is also possible to
disable the SMB, by putting a resistor (47K) to the ground (INHIBIT).

TYPICAL APPLICATION DESCRIPTION
With the circuit shown below, 16 possible frequencies can be generated. The values of C1,
C2, C3, ... with their respective frequencies are given in the graph 'Frequency vs. external
capacitor'.

This typical application description is not limited to the typical components we have illustrated.
Many other possibilities exist to select and switch the capacitors and/or the resistor.
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